Introduction
The following citation guidelines try to respond to the inconsistency in citing Chinese language materials in the area of legal studies. Though the Bluebook and Chicago Manual have provided some useful citation rules and formats, they do not cover all issues. Different or even conflicting citation rules or formats still exist in many books and law journals. For more complete citation rules and formats, we therefore collect some citation examples in recent published books and law journals, compare and contrast them carefully, and then develop the following citation guidelines.
To help readers understand the rules and formats in the following citation guidelines, some good and bad examples will be provided. The symbol "" designates a good example while the symbol "" designates a bad example.
Chinese Language Materials in Text
Because the Bluebook focuses on citations and does not mention Chinese language materials in running text, we develop the following basic rule based on the Chicago Manual and examples in recently published books and law journals.
Basic Rule
The most common way to cite Chinese language materials in running text is: English translation (Pinyin). Here is an example: In certain periods, there were "litigation masters" (song shi) who provided help to the people in litigation. 2 To help readers identify references cited or terms used that are not already widely used in
English language material, 3 inclusion of Chinese characters in running text is possible but should be limited to specific phrases, not sentences or paragraphs. Though we find one law journal article citing Chinese language materials for a whole sentence and even a paragraph, we believe this is not a commonly accepted rule because no other example can be found. 4 Another issue is whether or not it is acceptable to include Chinese characters with no Pinyin transliteration. In other words, is this: "there were 'litigation masters' (訟師)," without Pinyin, acceptable? Our answer is "no," because without the Pinyin, a reader who does not understand Chinese cannot find the meaning of the Chinese characters using Pinyin in a bilingual dictionary. 5 Also, the Pinyin can be handy for the non-Chinese speaker who wants to refer orally and in writing to the phrase. 6 Both of the following rules for citing Chinese language materials in running text have their place. Please choose either one of them, but do not mix them in one work.
English translation (Pinyin + Chinese characters)
[ [Student A's comment: (1) The Pinyin for a common noun is not capitalized. (2) Since "Hukou" is a common noun, it should be "hukou." (2) Since "Danwei" is a common noun, it should be "danwei."]
In Parentheses
[Student C's sample: (1) In a small community, the rule of law (fazhi) is often at odds with the rule of personal political power (renzhi [Student A's note: Capitalize when referring to: (1) a specific legislative act, and (2) 
Chinese Language Materials in Citations
Because the Bluebook has clear instructions in this area, we base these citation guidelines on the Bluebook unless otherwise specified. 
Chinese Characters and Romanization in Citations

Simplified or Traditional Chinese
When citing a Chinese language source, always keep the Chinese characters consistent with the Chinese used in the source. For example, if you cite a book written in traditional Chinese, the Chinese characters in the citation for the book should be traditional Chinese.
Pinyin Capitalization
Pinyin romanization should be capitalized if it is for names or titles.
[Student A's note: (1) 
Pinyin in Italics
Article titles in Pinyin should be in italics.
[Student A's note: (1) [Student A's note: (1) The word "yu" (与) is a conjunction and should not be capitalized. [Student C's note: (1) Title of article in Pinyin should be italicized. (2) Title of journal in Pinyin should be in large and small capitals. (3) This periodical has no volume number.
The issue number "6" should follow the title of the periodical as "no. 6". (4) The number "22" is the page on which the article begins.] [Student A's note: "When material is otherwise undated, the date that the website was last visited should be placed in a parenthetical after the URL. [Student A's note: (1) The tile of the article should be capitalizaed. (2) 
Apostrophes, hyphens, and tone marks in Chinese romanization
Pinyin spellings often differ markedly from the older ones. Personal names are usually spelled without apostrophes or hyphens, but an apostrophe is sometimes used to avoid ambiguity when syllables are run together (as in Xi'an to distinguish it from Xian), except in contexts where tone marks are used. Note that the Pinyin romanization system of the Library of Congress does not include tone marks (the system of accents on certain vowels prescribed by the Hanyu Pinyin system of 1962).
Chinese and Japanese-capitalization and italics
Although capital letters do not exist in Japanese or Chinese, they are introduced in romanized versions of these languages where they would normally be used in English (see chapter 8).
Personal names and place-names are capitalized. In hyphenated names, only the first element is capitalized in romanized Chinese, though both elements may be capitalized in Japanese. 
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